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Security measures
For a perfect functioning of the device, read 
carefully this manual and follow all the 
indications, since an inadeguate use can make 
damages to the device

? ?

Declaration of Conformity: 
Hereby, CDVI Wireless Spa, declares that the radio 
equipment type SEL2641R433-P7E is in compliance with 
directive 2014/53/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of 
conformity is available at the following internet address: 
www.erone.com.

1 - DESCRIPTION
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1 - DESCRIPTION

The receiver ERONE type SEL2641R433-P7E allows to drive directly an 230 Vac asynchronous motor with max 
power of 750 W.
The appliance has an output for a courtesy light with timer, one input for a NO external button and one input for 
a NC security contact.
The operating mode can be sequential, mixed or manual according to the position of a 6-ways dip-switch  
It is moreover available a 24 Vac/200mA auxiliary output for external devices.

Transformer

Fuse F1 : 6A - 250V

Fuse F2 : 315mA - 250V

230Vac Ground terminal 
blocks

LED LRLED LV

Dip-switch 6 positions 

Buzzer

RF card

External 
button 

connector

Relais

Motor outputs
Terminals I/O

Led L1 : NC 
security 

Led L2 :  NO 
external contact

Button PV Button PR 

Courtesy light 
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2 - FEATURES

Technical specifications

Receiver type Superheterodyne
Carrier frequency 433,92 MHz
Local oscillator frequency 6,6128 MHz
Modulation AM/ASK
Input load 50 Ohm
Intermediate frequency 10,7 MHz
Input sensitivity -115 dBm
Local oscillator emissions < -57 dBm
Power voltage  230 Vac
Motor maximum power 750 W
Auxiliary output 24 Vac / 200 mA
Security protocol Keeloq® hopping 

code
Memory capacity 85
Operating temperature -20°÷+70°C
IP grade IP44
Weight 380 gr.
Overall dimensions (mm) 159 x 118 x 76,5
Courtesy light max power 150 W
Time out for courtesy light 60 sec. (after end 

run)

3 - OPERATING MODES

4 - INSTALLATION

Positioning

The local choice is very impotant for the best result of the 
installation.
The following conditions have to be followed:
- Fix the radioprogrammer far from the interference 
sources as informatic systems, alarm systems or other 
radio emissions.
- The distance between 2 receivers should be greater of 
1.5 mt.

Fixing

Remove the cover of the receiver; fix the box in each 
corner by using the screws and the plugs supplied.

5 - CONNECTIONS

Wirings

WARNING: Before to proceed with the wiring, make 
sure that the power is disconnected! 

- T  1 = Ground
- T  2 = Ground

- T  3 = Phase 230 Vac
- T  4 = Neutral 230 Vac
- T  5 = Courtesy light
- T  6 = Courtesy light

- T  7 = Motor - Open
- T  8 = Motor - Common
- T  9 = Motor - Close

- T  10 = Auxiliary output  24 Vac
- T  11 = Auxiliary output  24 Vac
- T  12 = Safety contact - Common
- T  13 = Safety contact - NC
- T  14 = Auxiliary input - Common
- T  15 = Auxiliary input NO
- T  16 = Antenna Net
- T  17 = Antenna Shield
- Connect the motor capacitor to the terminals 7 and 8

erminal
erminal

erminal
erminal
erminal
erminal

erminal
erminal
erminal

erminal
erminal
erminal
erminal
erminal
erminal
erminal
erminal

Sequential (or cyclic):
1 Pulse opens
1 Pulse closes, stop with a timer

Mixed:
1 Pulse opens, closing only with permanent 
contact.

Man present:
Opening and closing only with permanent contact 
(reduced range). The motor time-out is selectable (from 
6 to 186 sec) by means of 5 dip - switches; it is used 
as security to avoid powering the motor for too long 
after the mechanical stop.

Other features:
Local and general operating selection (with multiple 
motor driving); the general command is possible only 
for the sequential operating mode.
For the general mode using it is necessary to use a 4 
keys transmitter of the same range.
It possible to connect an external push button or a key 
- contact to complete the radiocontrol.
The memory capacity is 85 transmitters.

3 -Connect the accessories as follows (Fig. 7)

NOTE1:If the terminals 12-13 are left unconnected, they 
have to be shorted. If the N.C. contact is not closed, the 
led L1 remains off. When this contact is activated, it 
causes the blockage of the motion both in opening and in 
closing. 

NOTE2:The led L2 switches on when the N.O. contact  
of the external command is activated.
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Wiring diagram
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6 - PROGRAMMING

Operating mode selection

The operating mode of the radio-programmer is 
selected with the 6-ways binary dip-switch 

Warning: in Manual Mode the battery life of the 
transmitter is strongly reduced.

654321

ON

PR

LR

PV

LV

ON

1 2 3 4 5 6

OFF

Operating mode Dip-switch 1-5 Dip-switch 6

SEQUENTIAL

MIXED

MANUAL MODE

OFF

ON
According to 
selected time

OFFOFF

According to 
selected time

Fig. 7
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Operating time selection during the 
sequential and mixed mode

By positioning the dip-switches 1 to 5 on ON, during the 
operating modes sequential and mixed, it is possible to 
select the time-out of the motor.

Switch 1 = 6 seconds
Switch 2 = 12 seconds
Switch 3 = 24 seconds
Switch 4 = 48 seconds
Switch 5 = 96 seconds

Multiple switches positioned on ON position causes the 
sum of the resulting time.

Command type setting

! Local command

The transmitter strored on PR allow to operate in 
sequential, mixed or man present mode and by 
pushing only one key of the transmitter for all the 
movements (opening, stop and closing).

! General command
It is necessary to have a 4 keys transmitter of the same 
series

The transmitters stored on PV allow to operate in 
sequential mode but need 3 keys, a key (B) to open a 
key (D) to close and a key (C) to stop.

During the movement (opening or closing) only the 
stop key (C) is enabled

In order to be sure of the complete drive of 
all the receivers, it is advisable to use the 
transmitter at the minimum distance (do not 
use over 20m)

!

 6 - TRANSMITTER CODES MEMORISATION
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Fig. 14

Local command
Push and keep pushed the button PR of the reciver until 
the red led switches on; Within 4 seconds push the key of 
the transmitter to memorise.
The red led LR will switch off.
Repeat the same procedure for each transmitter key.

General command

Push and keep pushed the button PV of the receiver until 
the green led LV switches on;
Within 4 seconds push the key D of the transmitter to 
memorise.
The green led LV will switches off and the motor relay will 
activate for a while.
The D key will make the closing of the motor.
The activation of the remaining transmitter keys is 
automatic, by correlating the key B to the opening and 
the key C to the stop.

!
It is necessary to have a 4 key 
transmitter of the same range

Transmitter code memorisation without 

receiver card access
It is possible to memorise the transmitter codes at distance, 

without to access to the receiver buttons PR and PV present 

on the electronic card. For this task the following 

association is created.

Local command memorisation
1) Press simultaneously the keys A and B of the transmitter: 

the led LR and LV light  on for a while and the buzzer bips.

2) push the key A of the same transmitter and keep on 

pushing for 4 sec. until the led LR switches on and the 

buzzer makes a long bip : “biiiiiip”;

3) within 2 sec. push the key of the transmitter to memorise: 

LR will switch off,

General command memorisation

1) Push simultaneously the keys A and B of the transmitter: 

the led LR and LV light  on for a while and the buzzer bips.

2) Push the key B of the same transmitter and keep on 

pushing for 4 sec. until the led LR start to blink and the 

buzzer makea ann intermittent bip :” bip, bip,.. , bip”.

3) Within 2 sec. push the key D of the transmitter to 

memorise: the led LV will switch off and the motor excites 

for a istant.

NOTE: In this case the memorisation of the remaining keys 

of the transmitter is automatic, with the following 

correspondance: 

Key B = Opening

Key C = Stop.
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8 - CONDOMINIUM MANAGING

For the managing of the codes it is previously neccary to 
annotate the memory locations of each transmitter code 
and to wich relay it is correlated.
The transmitter codes management is usefull when it is 
necessary to store many codes into the receiver, for a 
condominium installation (ex. 100 transmitters into 100 
memory locations).

Operating description
The position of the code in the memory is displayed by a 
binary sequence of 7 bit.
In order to calculate the right position of the code refer to 
the following table: by making attention to the flash 
sequence of the green led LV:

7 bit code        1     2     3    4     5     6    7

LV

association     1    2     4     8    16  32  64

It is enough to take into count only the flashes of the 
green led because the value of the ones of red led have 
always value 0.

EXAMPLE : Led sequence correspondent to the 37th 
positions of the memory:

1st  flash: green led 
2nd  flash: red led 
3rd  flash:  green led
4th  flash:  red led 
5th  flash: red led  
6th  flash: green led 
7th  flash: red led 

  1    2    3    4    5     6    7

  1    2    4    8   16   32  64

1 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 0 + 32 + 0 = 37

Check of the number of stored transmitters
On the receiver, enter in programming mode by pushing 
PR until LR switches  ON. Release PR and push againg PR 
for one second.
From now on, a sequence of led flashes commences, 
showing a number which can be calculated by following 
the previous table.
The final number is equal to the total number of codes 
stored in the memory.

Check of the transmitter position inside the 
memory.
Push and release the transmitter button for which it is 
necessary the check.
Push PR for 1 second: from this time on, a led flash 
sequence starts.
By decoding the message, as explained above, it is 
possible to get the information of the code position.

Replacement of the code of a stored transmitter

It is possible to delete a stored transmitter code and replace 
it with another one, in the same memory position. 
For this operation it is necessary to know exactly the 
memory position of the transmitter to replace. 
See the previous chapter titled "Check of the transmitter 
position inside the memory". 
Once known the memory position of the transmitter which 
has to be replaced, follow the next procedure:

- On the receiver push and keep pushed PR until the led LR 
is ON.
Push PV for at least 1 second.
- Start the binary sequence by pushing PR or PV in order to 
get the position of the memory cell to replace.

Example of a new transmitter positioning on the 42th cell of 
memory:

LR   LV   LR   LV   LR   LV   LR 

0    2     0     8    0   32   0
0 + 2 + 0 + 8 +0 + 32 +0 = 42

Push in sequence:

PR, PV, PR, PV, PR, PV, PR.

Fom now on the red led LR lights on showing the start of the 
programmation phase.
Store the new transmitter code by pushing on the desired 
transmitter button (A, B, C or D).
At the end the red led turn off, by giving the acknowledge of 
the successful procedure.
In this way the old code has been deleted and the new one 
has been stored in the same memory position and will 
activate the relay.

Push PR and keep it pressed down until the led LR switches 
on. 
Then push simultaneously PR and PV until both the leds LR 
and LV start to blink.
in this way all the codes present in the memory will be 
erased.

7 - MEMORY ERASURE
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Manufactured by CDVI Wireless Spa
Via Piave, 23 - 31020 

San Pietro di Feletto (TV) - Italy
Tel: +39.0438.450860 - Fax: +39.0438.455628

Web: www.erone.com - email: info@erone.com

Guarantee period: 24 months from the productions date placed inside. 
In this period if the appliance has any malfunction due to a defective conponent,

it will be repaired or replaced by the manufacturer.
The warranty doesn't cover the plastic boxm

The assistance will be performed at the manufacturer site.

Guarantee

NOTE

Memory full

When the memory is full (that means that the 85 memory cells have been stored, depending upon the used 
model and a memorisation phase is commenced) the receiver led LR and LV blink 3 times simultaneously.
Then the led corresponding to the excited relay remains on and so it is still possible to perform the other 
functionalities described in the previous chapters.
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